ENGLISH VERSION

PETITES FURIES
(LITTLE FURY)
DANCE/THEATER PLAY FOR CHILDREN FROM 2.5 TO 6 YEARS OLD.
PRIZE WINNER (CHILDHOOD CATEGORY)- RENCONTRES DE THÉÂTRE JEUNES PUBLICS - HUY 2014

A PLAYFUL DANCE SHOW ABOUT ANGER AND FRIENDSHIP OR
HOW TO TRANSFORM FURY INTO GLEE, FITS OF ANGER INTO FLASHES OF FUN.

It shakes you up.
It takes your breath away.
It turns yourself inside out.
It turns yourself red, black, green with envy…
It transforms: kids-tigers; babies-dragons. It has that power.
It can hide itself in a tear. Or it can make as much noise as fireworks.
It sometimes stinks.
But it always passes away…
Anger, it is.

Two dancers are making a mess and invite us in their universe made of little pieces. Sometimes they are in
collusion, sometimes they fight. Anyway, they take us in a rebellious and playful dance, during which they
will alternately taste the sour and the sweet.

Director: Justine Duchesne
Dancers: Melody Willame & Estelle Bibbo
Technician: Julien Legros OR Jonas Luyck
Stage design: Valérie Perin
Pictures: Jean-François Flamey
Video recording
http://vimeo.com/116632007
http://vimeo.com/116340302
The video is in two parts.
You have to login with the password: reprise

PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS:
Duration of the piece: 40 min
Maximum number of audience: 90
Minimum stage size: 6,5 x 6 x 3,5 m

REVIEWS:
We recognize so well on this stage what happens in the playgrounds; at
that age, anger can be as intense as friendship can be strong. That's
what this sparkling duo of dancers experiment in the show, with a
wonderful energy. Very funny, the songs fit perfectly to this little
wonder. It gives back to the emotions their right importance.
Liberating!
(S. Colasse, Le ligueur, 09/2014)

Petites Furies gives a wonderful envy, not reprehensible
at all: to wiggle, to dance. On a tremendous soundtrack,
the dancers transform fury in glee, fits of anger in flashes
of fun. Children (but mostly parents) will love that!
(C. Makereel, Le soir, 08/2014)

THE COMPANY:
Zététique Théâtre is a Belgian theater company situated in Liège.
Created by Luc Dumont in 1986, the company is celebrating its 30 years of life. Zététique Théâtre, it's a team
with complementary skills and different sensibilities which influence the work and make the spirit of the
company.
Through theater and dance, we want to tell stories, to make people question the world and the way things
go.
We cherish contemporary writing and believe in the strength of acting. Acting allows us to be impertinent
and audacious. Besides this, we propose contemporary dance with very young children and in our plays for
teenagers. In all our works we want to make senses and sensibility connected.
Next to the plays we love to stay as much as possible in contact with our public. We nourish our creations of
these interactions. Through workshops we try to hear their concerns and expectations, to share our
thoughts and explore new fields.
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